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The new, unabridged Linotype ITC Library

The full force of Linotype ITC, Letraset and

Fontek fonts

Bad Homburg, 18 October, 2004. From Aachen Medium™ to ITC Wild West™,

the whole Linotype landscape of digitized ITC, Letraset and Fontek fonts has

never before been offered in one complete package. Anyone who already

uses and appreciates these landmark typefaces will hardly be able to resist

the new offer. Now all of Linotype's 1,034 fonts from these libraries are

available in one attractively priced collection: at €/$ 2,900 as Hybrid CD (zzgl.

MwSt). Including a license for up to five computers, this package will

certainly be a welcome bargain for many small to medium-sized design

offices and setters. What's more, most fonts have been extended to include

a matching euro symbol as well as old style figures and small caps. So

owners of the previous Linotype ITC 840 Library also have a lot to gain – at

an upgrade price of only €/$ 555. Tap into the full force of the new Linotype

ITC Library: more fonts, more symbols, more selection – all at one great price.

ITC fonts are among the best-known and most highly-regarded typefaces in the

world. For the first time, Linotype is now offering an affordable combination of

all its fonts from the original ITC, Letraset and Fontek collections. The result is a

comprehensive set of typefaces covering the whole range of typography

applications – from excellent text fonts like ITC Charter™ and ITC Dyadis™ with

its intriguing E-form to popular display fonts like ITC Rennie Mackintosh™ and

ITC Bradley Hand™, including over 50 fonts with useful symbols and

decorative elements. Yet the new Linotype ITC Library is not only exhaustive,

since it features the work of distinguished type designers like Edward Benguiat,

Colin Brignall, Matthew Carter, Timothy Donaldson and Phill Grimshaw, it also

fulfills the highest technical and aesthetic standards.

Designers can look forward to a number of exciting newcomers, like the

intriguing text fonts ITC Quay Sans™ and ITC Gamma®, but also to all the
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classic ITC typefaces in expanded and improved editions. Many now include

old style figures, small caps and the euro symbol which have been especially

designed to match the specific style of each typeface. Six type families even

feature complete double systems with one serif and one sans version:

Charlotte™, ITC Humana™, ITC Tempus™, ITC Legacy®, ITC Officina® and

three different styles of ITC Stone®. With the exception of ITC Humana™, all of

these families now also include weights with small caps and/or old style

figures.

Another highlight is certainly the expanded ITC Bodoni™ family. What makes

this typeface especially appealing is the three design versions in 6, 12 and 72

point sizes, explicitly developed for optimal reproduction ranging from small

package print to posters. Here as well, all sizes now feature old style figures

and small caps.

Whether for new buyers or current ITC users trading up, the new Linotype

ITC Library has something for everyone. From popular text fonts like ITC

Conduit™ to modern designs like ITC Malstock™ or retro styles like ITC Mona

Lisa™, there is a wealth of top grade fonts for demanding experts to discover –

the full force of Linotype's ITC, Letraset and Fontek fonts. Available for both

Mac and PC in PostScript format as well as TrueType format for PC.

Visit www.linotype.com for full details.

Linotype Library GmbH , based in Bad Homburg, Germany, was founded more than

115 years ago and is now a member of the Heidelberg Group. Building on its strong

heritage, Linotype Library develops state-of-the-art font technology and offers more than

6,000 original fonts, covering the whole typographic spectrum from antique to modern,

from east to west, and from classical to experimental. All typefaces (in PostScript™ and

TrueType™ format as well as more than 1,400 fonts in OpenTypeTM) are now also
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available for instant download at www.linotype.com. In addition to supplying digital

fonts, Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual consultation and

support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate) communication.

If you would like further information, please contact:

Linotype Library GmbH
Du-Pont-Straße 1
D-61352 Bad Homburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 24 60
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 – 5 24 60
E-Mail: info@linotype.com

Please find more typeface application samples on the Internet at www.linotype.com.


